New Celebrity Couple? Ariel
Winter Kisses and Holds Hands
with
Levi
Meaden
After
Friendsgiving
By Kayla Garritano
There’s a new couple of love birds in show business! Modern
Family actress Ariel Winter was seen out in Los Angeles with
actor Levi Meaden on Saturday, November 26, where they
happened to share a kiss. According to UsMagazine.com, the
rumored new celebrity couple was seen dressed-down in
comfortable clothes for their day out, holding hands. The pair
even celebrated Thanksgiving together with a bunch of
friends. Winter’s friend Jack Griffo captioned a Snapchat of
the duo sitting down to dine together with the caption,
“Family dinner friends giving that’s my girl w her man.”

This new celebrity couple is
indulging in some PDA. What are
some ways to show you care about
your partner in public?
Cupid’s Advice:
New love is exciting! You want to show the pubic that you and
your partner are happy together. Cupid has some relationship
advice on how to display your affection:
1. Hold hands: If you and your partner are walking somewhere,

hold their hand and follow each other. Sometimes it may get
difficult, like if it’s hot out and your hands get sweaty.
Even if it’s for a little while, you get to acknowledge the
fact that someone is holding you, and it makes you feel secure
and happy.
Related Link: Q&A: Where Does Social Media Draw the Line on
PDA?
2. A kiss hello or goodbye: We aren’t talking about giving
everyone the full make-out scene, but a simple kiss to display
your affection says a lot. It’s a sweet, endearing action. It
also means you’re excited to see them or you’ll miss them when
they’re gone. You also have those to look forward to whenever
you leave or see each other!
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Joe Jonas & Sophie Turner
Cozy Up for PDA Packed Date
3. Manners please: Whether you hold the door for your partner
or you avoid stepping in giant rain puddles, manners go a long
way. The smallest gestures can show that you care and that you
want to make sure they are protected when they are with you.
You’ll be such a proper gentleman or woman!
How have you publicly shown you care about your partner in
public? Tell us in your comments below!

